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Apple’s Knowledge Navigator (1987)
http://youtu.be/HGYFEI6uLy0

reQall Rover: A Proactive Assistant (2012)
http://youtu.be/pzWofXvIcW0

http://youtu.be/HGYFEI6uLy0
http://youtu.be/HGYFEI6uLy0
http://youtu.be/pzWofXvIcW0
http://youtu.be/pzWofXvIcW0
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Vision

Increasing human capabilities
through an proactive personal assistant 

that tells you what you need to know and do,
and helps you get it done
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Search-less search

Eric Schmidt, Google

… most people don't want Google to 
answer their questions. They want 
Google to tell them what they should be 
doing next.



Vlad Sejnoha, Nuance

It should just wake up and do it



Todd Mozer, Sensory

It knows you well enough it can 
proactively offer suggestions



ToDosSoc. NetLocation EmailContactsCalendar
Context

Assistants

Personalized News
Local Deals
Meeting Prep
Person Bios
Social Trends
Email Assist
Commute
Restaurant
Nearby ToDos
etc. (3rd party experts)

Data Mining

Speech Reco.

NLP

Intent Engine
Search-less 

Search Engine

Spoken Query

User Profile

Here and Now (Proactive) Voice Answers (Reactive)
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What user is 
doing now

What user 
should do soon
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6	  ac%ons	  detected	  from	  80	  emails	  at	  2:30	  pm	  Wednesday
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must obey the orders given to it by 
human beings

A robot …



must obey the orders given to it by 
human beings, except where such orders 
would conflict with the First Law.

A robot …



1. may not injure a human being or, through 
inaction, allow a human being to come to 
harm.

2. must obey the orders given to it by 
human beings, except where such orders 
would conflict with the First Law.

A robot …



Asimov’s 3 Laws of Robotics

1. may not injure a human being or, through 
inaction, allow a human being to come to 
harm.

2. must obey the orders given to it by 
human beings, except where such orders 
would conflict with the First Law.

3. must protect its own existence as 
long as such protection does not conflict 
with the First or Second Laws.

A robot …
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